
Cottington Woods Theme Song
Prologue

Cm

Once upon a time in the middle of the woods

Bb F

Lay the stones of Cottington

C

Where the old way wandered and the wolves

did hunt

Bb F

And the Fair Folk had their fun

Ab Eb

Then one day a man came by

Bb F

Cleared the trees, hung a tavern sign

Ab Eb

People settled in as time went by

F           G        Cm

’Round the house at Cottington

Bb

Here's a tale about how a 

Eb               Bb                    Cm

Gm

Stone, in the wood, became a house, became a

town

Fm

‘Cause we’re all holding each other up

Bb

Against the whim of Chance and Luck—so roll

the

Eb               Bb                      Cm

Gm

Dice, make a move, don’t hold back and don’t

regret

F                                       Ab

Cause we're living in the choices that we make

VA: The white winds blew and the land grew cold

In the woods of Cottington

The Snowflake Queen cried victory

And Summer was undone!

VB: The people pledged to save their home

Though heroes they weren’t born to be

To find the source of winter’s grip

And bring warmth to Cottington

VA: To save their friends our heroes braved

Doors deep and pirates high

By Chance or Luck their paths had crossed

When the ship fell from the sky

VB: They entered then the Snowflake Land

And turned the spell upon itself

The Snowflake Queen and her castle fell

To the folk of Cottington

Chorus

Epilogue

Once upon a time in the middle of the woods

Sat the town of Cottington

Where the old ways wandered and the fell wolves

howled

And the Fair Folk had their fun

Where the folk were strong and made their peace

Neighbors to the wilder beasts

Fought wolves and trees and darker things

To survive in Cottington

Here’s a tale about how a 

Stone, in the wood, became a house, became a

town

’Cause the world shakes every day

But the homes were built to stay—so roll the

Dice, make a move, don’t hold back and don’t

regret

’Cause we’re living in the choices that we make

Here's a tale about how a 

Stone, in the wood, became a house, became a

town

‘Cause the world shakes every day

But the homes were built to stay—so roll the

Dice, make a move, don’t hold back and don’t

regret

Cause we're living in the choices that we make



Cottington Woods Theme Song - October

Prologue

Cm

Once upon a time in the middle of the woods

Bb              F

Lay the stones of Cottington

C

Where the old way wandered and the wolves did

hunt

Bb                           F

And the Fair Folk had their fun

Ab                Eb

Then one day a man came by

Bb                         F

Cleared the trees, hung a tavern sign

Ab                      Eb

People settled in as time went by

F           G        Cm

’Round the house at Cottington

Bb

Here's a tale about how a

Eb               Bb                    Cm                    Gm

Stone, in the wood, became a house, became a

town

Fm

‘Cause we’re all holding each other up

Bb

Against the whim of Chance and Luck—so roll the

Eb               Bb                      Cm                   Gm

Dice, make a move, don’t hold back and don’t

regret

F                                       Ab

Cause we're living in the choices that we make

Love can be a fickle thing when

summer's halfway through

A little magic goes awry and you're

loving someone new

But the people of the wood set right

the love that bloomed midsummer night

A wedding or two brought some happy light

to the town of Cottington

Chorus

Epilogue

Once upon a time in the middle of the woods

Sat the town of Cottington

Where the old ways wandered and the fell wolves

howled

And the Fair Folk had their fun

Where the folk were strong and made their peace

Neighbors to the wilder beasts

Fought wolves and trees and darker things

To survive in Cottington

Here’s a tale about how a

Stone, in the wood, became a house, became a

town

’Cause the world shakes every day

But the homes were built to stay—so roll the

Dice, make a move, don’t hold back and don’t

regret

’Cause we’re living in the choices that we make

Here's a tale about how a

Stone, in the wood, became a house, became a

town

‘Cause the world shakes every day

But the homes were built to stay—so roll the

Dice, make a move, don’t hold back and don’t

regret

Cause we're living in the choices that we make



Prologue

(These stanzas are the same every event)

Once upon a time in the middle of the woods

Lay the stones of Cottington

Where the old way wandered and the wolves did

hunt

And the Fair Folk had their fun

Then one day a man came by

Cleared the trees, hung a tavern sign

People settled in as time went by

’Round the house at Cottington

Chorus (sung after every verse)

Here's a tale about how a

Stone, in the wood, became a house, became a

town

‘Cause we’re all holding each other up

Against the whim of Chance and Luck—so roll the

Dice, make a move, don’t hold back and don’t

regret

Cause we're living in the choices that we make

Epilogue

Once upon a time in the middle of the woods

Sat the town of Cottington

Where the old ways wandered and the fell wolves

howled

And the Fair Folk had their fun

Where the folk were strong and made their peace

Neighbors to the wilder beasts

Fought wolves and trees and darker things

To survive in Cottington

Chorus, twice

Verses

(These vary from event to event - what happened last event is sung at the next event’s opening)

Prequels 1 & 2 (September 2022, October 2022)

The white winds blew and the land grew cold

In the woods of Cottington

The Snowflake Queen cried victory

And Summer was undone!

The people pledged to save their home

Though heroes they weren’t born to be

To find the source of winter’s grip

And bring warmth to Cottington

Chorus

Prequel 3 (October 2022)

To save their friends our heroes braved

Doors deep and pirates high

By Chance or Luck their paths had crossed

When the ship fell from the sky

They entered then the Snowflake Land

And turned the spell upon itself

The Snowflake Queen and her castle fell

To the folk of Cottington

Chorus

Event 1 (April 2022)

Love can be a fickle thing when

summer's halfway through

A little magic goes awry and you're

loving someone new

But the people of the wood set right

the love that bloomed midsummer night

A wedding or two brought some happy light

to the town of Cottington

Chorus

Event 2 (September 2022)


